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Dream
A desire to do something different
has led to an innovation of TechTotal
and has reached heights in world of
technical

communication

astonishing results.

with

“Exploring the

innovation with a unique strategy”,
made us India’s one of the most
respected company.
Started with a vision and with a
non-shrink ambition to provide the
Indian market with a unique stratagem in
the field of information engineering.
TechTotal has emerged itself as one of
the leading service providers in the field of
information engineering.
Leveraging itself in sectors like
instructional

designing, web designing

and providing the best training in
technical writing, TechTotal has moved
forward with great vision.
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Reality
We are a team of 35 dedicated
professionals well versed with expertise
and technology to meet the industry
standards, who has a rare blend of
technology, strategy and skill. All from
India’s

top

premier

institutes

with

bachelor’s degree has strong technical
mindset with an attitude of great
responsibility. Extensive

training

in

relevant fields makes each of our team members fulfill their assigned tasks in
time. Our “don’t compromise” work culture has laid a success ladder to our
achievements. We accept challenges, innovate and research new things
to explore technology and raise the technical standards. Tech Total does
not

confine

technology

to

boundaries,

in

turn,

encourages

innovations, and explorations to come up with new theories. TechTotal
has synchronized with the industrial standards with providing the accurate
services that led to recognition and reputation in no time
“Making dreams into reality and moving forward unconditionally, we
are spreading globally”. Making TechTotal to reach international
audience, and set new principles, made us to cross overseas to make a
mark in US market.
Within very short span of time, we are now with four operations
running actively: Two units in Hyderabad, and one in Bangalore, and one
more in Virginia (USA). Hyderabad being the spearhead, handles
operations across.
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Turning
Point
With a start of never say die
attitude, moving forward, TechTotal
has emerged itself as the only
service provider of its kind in the
Pearl City. The real break through
came when one of our project has
got the top appreciation from our
client and the word of mouth
spread across and it led to a
project which has earned us name,
fame and most important, the
recognition which is dream come
true for us. This was all possible because of only reason: sheer hard work,
dedication and the quality of work.
However, with there was a stiff competition around, TechTotal has
sneaked through the market and won many clients with its quality of work
delivered.
Today TechTotal services bring clarity to today's complex IT
challenges. We are proficient in assess, design, implement and optimize
the companies’ documentation strategy. With the advent of Research
and Development team, a team, which made comprehensive analysis on
business issues, has made a profound impact in developing TechTotal
universally. Under the guidance of the director, the R&D team is highly
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motivated and focused to endeavor the finest results in both business and
technology architecture.
TechTotal has launched training
and

placement

methodology

in

Hyderabad as part of awareness for
technical writing and to set standards
for meeting industry requirements. The
inadequacy of professionals and huge
demand in this field has provoked
TechTotal to take an extra mile in the
field of training and consulting. There is
no such kind of placement cell in
Hyderabad that could ensure a bright
and long lasting career in the field of
information technology.
Training

activities

are

undertaken by the professionals who
have years of experience and vast
expertise

in

different

domains

of

technical writing. Our approach for
training has set new waves in technical
writing. As a result of our innovative
methodology in this domain, we have
outshined in technical writing and
encouraged

professionals

in

taking

Technical Writing as exigent career
option.
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Recreation
TechTotal has always believed in
enjoying life to the fullest. We always
thought of our employees being blissful
even at work. We have monthly outings,
which keeps our employees refreshed
and also makes us to know each
other’s.

This

kind

of

extracurricular

activities makes the employees stay fit.

Maker
We have heard about young
entrepreneurs who have reached heights in
their respective fields, but never heard about
those who have started with nothing and
went on to become the owner of a billion
dollar company; TechTotal is proud to walk in
the foots step of our director, who has set an
example of being focused and most
optimistic. With his ability to predict the future
and a precise craftiness towards his
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profession made TechTotal to soar new heights. A true force of power,
ability to think beyond box and a sheer down to earth human with great
vision and prosperity. Dedicating his whole and sole life to TechTotal, he
has made a profound impact for young generation and a stiff competitor for
big shots in the world of entrepreneurs.
At an age of 24, he has strived hard for the growth of TechTotal
and also provided great opportunities for many. He has diverged

himself

from the world which thinks in one way and set a ground rules of his own,
which is creating waves and the world enjoying the real flavor success.
As some one said “Leaders aren't born they are made. And they are
made just like anything else, through hard work. And that's the price we'll
have to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal”

Vision
“Great

power

comes with

great responsibility, and leveraging
our self to be more ingenious in total IT
domain, we have set our self as an
open book to face any kind of
challenges in technology level”.
With our own architectural view, we are now well versed to make a
mark in development side. We are in a process of developing our own
product, which would certainly help huge level of audiences in learning
new technology, which is just a click away.
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Author View
As a mere spectator, TechTotal has given me
an opportunity to explore new things and made me
responsible and I owe a great sense of gratitude to all
the team members who had helped me to pen my
thoughts. With no second thought, TechTotal will
reach under the banner of “HISTORY MAKERS”.
The expertise above belongs to TechTotal team. Any errors are mine.
Christeve…
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